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Abstract

Modeling air-sea interactions during cold air outbreaks poses a major challenge because of the vast range of scales and physical processes involved. Using the Polar WRF model, we investigate the sensitivity of downstream air mass properties to (a) model resolution, (b) the sharpness of the marginal-ice zone (MIZ), and (c) the geometry of the sea ice edge. The resolved sharpness of the MIZ strongly affects peak heat fluxes and the atmospheric water cycle. For sharper MIZs, roll convection sets in closer to the sea ice edge, increasing both evaporation and precipitation. This yields an increased heat transfer into the atmosphere while the net effect on the atmospheric moisture budget is small. Consequently, higher atmospheric resolution increases the probability that a cold-air outbreak triggers deep convection in the ocean. The geometry of the sea ice edge can induce convergence or divergence zones that affect the air-sea exchange.
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Abstract
Modeling air-sea interactions during cold air outbreaks poses a major challenge because
of the vast range of scales and physical processes involved. Using the Polar WRF model,
we investigate the sensitivity of downstream air mass properties to (a) model resolution,
(b) the sharpness of the marginal-ice zone (MIZ), and (c) the geometry of the sea ice edge.
The resolved sharpness of the MIZ strongly affects peak heat fluxes and the atmospheric
water cycle. For sharper MIZs, roll convection sets in closer to the sea ice edge, increas-
ing both evaporation and precipitation. This yields an increased heat transfer into the
atmosphere while the net effect on the atmospheric moisture budget is small. Consequently,
higher atmospheric resolution increases the probability that a cold-air outbreak triggers
deep convection in the ocean. The geometry of the sea ice edge can induce convergence
or divergence zones that affect the air-sea exchange.

Plain Language Summary
In the Arctic, sea-ice insulates a relatively warm ocean from a rather cold atmo-
sphere. From time to time, very cold air masses from over the sea ice spill out over the
open ocean. When this happens, large amounts of heat are released from the ocean into
the atmosphere, heating the air above while cooling the ocean. Sometimes, the ocean
mixed layer becomes dense enough to trigger deep convection contributing to the merid-
ional overturning circulation. In this study, we investigate how simulations of this heat
exchange depend on the resolution of the atmospheric model and on properties of the
marginal ice zone between pack ice and the open ocean. The higher the resolution of the
atmospheric model and the sharper the transition from pack ice to open ocean, the more
heat is exchanged between the ocean the atmosphere. Close to the sea ice edge, the heat-
ing also accelerated. Consequently, simulations with higher atmospheric resolution will
feature more deep convection in the ocean, which has implications for the strength of
the meridional overturning circulation.

1 Introduction
Marine cold air outbreaks (CAOs) constitute a large fraction of the air-sea heat ex-
change in the polar regions (e.g., Papritz & Spengler, 2017). These atmosphere-ocean
interactions are most intense near the sea ice edge and within the Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ),
which is also the location where our models and parameterisations are often least accu-
rate (e.g., Bourassa et al., 2013). In addition to challenges with parameterisations, the
magnitude and distribution of these air-sea heat exchanges are also sensitive to the rep-
presentation of mesoscale atmospheric phenomena (e.g., Condron et al., 2008; Condron
& Renfrew, 2013; Isachsen et al., 2013), the sea ice distribution (Seo & Yang, 2013), and
model resolution (e.g., Jung et al., 2014; Haarsma et al., 2016; Moore et al., 2016). To
map these sensitivities, we perform a suite of idealised CAO simulations where we vary
the model resolution as well as the sea ice concentration within the MIZ.

The MIZ exhibits strong trends in position and width in association with the warm-
ing Arctic (Strong, 2012). In this context, our suite of idealised CAO simulations will
help to better understand the implications of the warming Arctic for air-sea heat exchange
and shed light on potential origins of biases in climate models. For example, changes in
sea ice distribution have already been linked to significant changes in the air-sea heat
exchange and associated impact on convection in the ocean (Våge et al., 2018). The area
around the MIZ is thus of great importance for these exchange mechanisms and feed-
backs between the atmosphere, sea ice, and the ocean (Spengler et al., 2016), where the
representation of these mechanisms and their intensity can be dependent on model res-
olution and sea ice distribution.
As models with a resolution typical to global climate models generally fail to reproduce mesoscale atmospheric features and seriously underestimate wind intensity (e.g., Moore et al., 2016), it is important to understand the impact of model resolution on atmosphere-ocean heat exchange. With oceanic convection often driven by episodic strong wind events and CAOs (e.g., Pickart et al., 2003; Våge et al., 2008; Renfrew et al., 2019), investigating these resolution dependencies will also shed light on potential impacts on deep water formation. In the North Atlantic, this formation of dense water is essential for feeding the meridional overturning circulation (e.g., Dickson et al., 1996; Gebbie & Huybers, 2010). It has been shown that a higher atmospheric resolution can lead to either a 5-10% increase in the strength of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) in an ocean only simulation (Jung et al., 2014) or to a weaker AMOC in fully coupled climate models (Sein et al., 2018). This controversy asks for a more detailed understanding of the resolution dependence of the pertinent processes associated with these air-sea interactions.

In addition, CAOs can be conducive to extreme weather events such as polar lows and polar mesoscale cyclones (e.g., Terpstra et al., 2016; Michel et al., 2018; Stoll et al., 2018). Some of these cyclones can also experience explosive growth leading to extreme latent and sensible heat as well as momentum fluxes (e.g., Inoue & Hori, 2011). Exploring the sensitivity of the evolution of CAOs and their associated air-sea heat exchange with respect to model resolution and sea ice distribution in the MIZ will thus also yield insights into the minimum requirements to adequately predict the essential ingredients giving rise to these phenomena. With the increasing availability of computational resources, model simulations often employ increasingly higher resolutions. How to make the most optimal use of the available resources with respect to model resolution to resolve the pertinent processes, however, remains an open question. Similar to Sein et al. (2018), we thus explore the gain and loss with respect to changes in spatial resolution for the representation of air-sea heat exchange in CAOs in an atmosphere-only setup.

2 Model setup

We base our analysis on a series of idealised model simulations using Polar WRF version 3.9.1 (Hines et al., 2015). We analyze an inner domain of 3072×3072 km with a grid spacing of either 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, or 96 km. This corresponds to a size of the inner domain between 32×32 and 1024×1024 grid points. For all horizontal resolutions, the vertical grid encompasses 60 hybrid model levels with a grid spacing of about 8-10 hPa in the lowest 3 levels and about 25 hPa in the mid-troposphere.

We initialise the domain with horizontally homogeneous winds blowing across an ice edge towards the open ocean. Near-surface wind speeds are initialised with 20 m/s (Fig. 1a), but equilibrate to approximately 12-13 m/s over sea ice and 15-16 m/s over open water due to boundary layer processes. We prescribe a stable temperature profile with 255 K near-surface temperatures and a constant stratification equivalent to a buoyancy oscillation frequency \( N^2 = 2.25 \cdot 10^{-4} \text{s}^{-2} \) (Fig. 1b). Above the tropopause at 6 km height, stratification increases to \( N^2 = 4.0 \cdot 10^{-4} \text{s}^{-2} \) (Fig. 1b). These initial values are prescribed along all lateral boundaries throughout the simulation.

To avoid contamination of the inner domain by the boundary forcing, we pad the inner domain by 8 grid points along all lateral boundaries, resulting in a size of the full domain between 48×48 and 1040×1040 grid points (inner domain: thick gray box, full domain: black box in Fig. 1c). WRF nudges towards the prescribed boundary values in the outermost 5 grid points of the model domain.

In the control setup, we place a straight sharp sea ice edge 480 km downstream of the inflow boundary of the inner domain (pale red rectangle in Fig. 1c). Upstream of the sea ice edge we set the ice concentration to 100%, and skin temperatures to 255 K.
Figure 1. (a,b) Vertical profiles of wind speed and potential temperature used at the initial time and at the upstream boundary around the cross-wind center of the domain. (c) Specific humidity [g/kg] (shading) at 90 h together with wind (arrows) at 300 m above ground level. The yellow line exemplifies a streamline used for the fetch calculation. The pale red contour in (c-e) marks the 50% sea ice concentration, the gray frames indicate the inner domain used for the analyses. Grid points unreachable by horizontal advection from the inflow boundary are masked white and disregarded in the fetch-based analyses. (d,e) Fetch [km] in shading for simulations (d) with a step in the sea ice edge, and (e) a triangular ice edge, both with with 12 km grid spacing. The simulations are referred to as S576 and ∆60, respectively, in sec. 7. (f) Average evolution of potential temperature [K] (shading), boundary layer height (black line), and extent of the cloud layer (gray contour) as a function of fetch for all streamlines in the control simulation with 3 km grid spacing.
Over open water, we set the skin temperature to freezing conditions for typical salt water, 271.3 K. Along the lateral boundaries, we linearly increase the sea-ice concentration from open water to full sea ice cover along the outermost 5 grid points of the full domain (pale red contour in Fig. 1c) to be consistent with the atmospheric forcing at the lateral boundaries that is adapted to sea-ice conditions.

We follow the configuration of the Antarctic Mesoscale Prediction System\(^1\), except for the boundary layer parameterisation. In our tests this parameterisation produced unphysical discontinuities in boundary layer properties, possibly related to changes in the diagnosed boundary layer regime (see supplement for details). We find similar discontinuities with the QNSE scheme (Sukoriansky et al., 2005), but not with the YSU-scheme (Hong et al., 2006), MYNN2.5 and MYNN3 (Nakanishi & Niino, 2006, 2009). As YSU is the default for standard WRF 3.9.1, we decided to use the YSU scheme for our simulations. The MYNN2.5 and MYNN3 schemes yield qualitatively similar results to the YSU scheme (comparison for control setup in supplement).

Besides the boundary layer parametrization, we use the Kain-Fritsch cumulus parametrization for simulations with a grid spacing greater and equal to 12 km (Kain, 2004). At all resolutions, we use the Purdue-Lin microphysics scheme with ice, snow, and graupel processes (Chen & Sun, 2002). We disable radiation and keep skin temperatures constant throughout the simulation. There is thus no diurnal cycle in the surface energy budget.

We integrate the model for 96 hours. The simulated fluxes reach a statistical equilibrium throughout the inner domain by 48 hours of integration. As flow at 20 m/s travels for about 3500 km in 48 hours, the numerical shock associated with slight imbalances in the initial conditions has traveled out of the domain at this point in time. We thus use the final 48 hours of each simulation for our analysis.

3 Comparing simulations based on fetch

We analyze surface fluxes, precipitation and boundary layer properties as a function of fetch \(d\),

\[
d(s) = \int_{s=0}^{s} (1 - c(s)) ds, \tag{1}
\]

the distance traveled over open water. In this equation, \(c(s)\) is the local ice concentration, and \(s\) is the distance along a streamline (yellow line in Fig. 1c as example), with \(s = 0\) at the inflow boundary of the inner domain. Upstream of this inflow boundary, sea ice concentration is kept at 100% for all simulations.

We determine the fetch based on the horizontal time-average flow during the analysis period (48-96 hours) at 300 m above sea level. Using the time-average flow, we calculate streamlines backward from every grid point to trace the flow to the inflow boundary of the inner domain (\(x = 0\) in Fig. 1c). Grid points where the streamlines do not trace back to the inflow boundary are discarded. For the control setup, this mask yields the white wedge in the lower right corner of the inner domain (Fig. 1c).

Two example fetch calculations in Fig. 1d,e illustrate the procedure. For a step in the ice edge, the fetch calculation yields a well-defined discontinuity along the convergence zone emerging from the step (Fig. 1d). Further, a slight on-ice flow component across the downwind oriented section of the sea ice edge yields slightly positive fetch values for the first grid points over the sea ice (Fig. 1d). For a triangular ice edge, the fetch field does not feature any discontinuities, but isolines in fetch over open water reflect the triangular geometry of the ice edge (Fig. 1e). As in the control setup, the white wedges

---

\(^1\)Available online under https://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/rt/amps/information/configuration/configuration.html, last accessed 23 April 2020.
in the respective lower right corners in Fig. 1d,e mark regions in which the flow cannot be traced back to the inflow boundary.

As the basic-state flow is geostrophically balanced, surface pressure $p_s$ decreases considerably with increasing crosswind distance. Prescribed temperatures are nearly constant in the cross-wind direction, such that density scales linearly with pressure. The varying surface pressure thus poses a challenge when comparing surface fluxes for the same fetch, because air density affects the magnitude of the air-sea exchange,

$$Q_{\text{sens}} = \frac{c_p \kappa^2}{\psi_x^{(10)} \psi_T^{(2)}} U_{10} (\theta_{\text{skin}} - \theta_2).$$

Here, the sensible heat flux $Q_{\text{sens}}$ is determined by 10-meter wind speed $U_{10}$ and 2-meter potential temperature $\theta_2$ using the stability functions $\psi_x$ and $\psi_T$ for momentum and potential temperature, respectively, evaluated at the height in meters given in parenthesis. $\kappa$ is the van-Karman constant, $c_p$ the specific heat capacity of moist air at constant pressure, and $\rho$ the air density at the lowest model level.

In summary, $Q_{\text{sens}} \propto \rho$ in eq. (2) and $\rho \propto p_s$. To be able to better compare the heat exchange across different cross-wind positions, we thus normalise both sensible and latent heat fluxes to a reference pressure of 1000 hPa,

$$Q_{\text{sens,norm}} = \frac{1000 \text{hPa}}{p_s} Q_{\text{sens}},$$

and analogously for the latent heat flux. With this normalisation, the variability in fluxes across different locations with the same fetch is minimised (shading around the curves in Fig. 2a, b).

4 Control simulation

Our control simulation is based on the control setup with a straight sea ice edge featuring a sharp transition from 100% sea-ice cover upstream to open ocean downstream of the sea ice edge. We use the simulation with 3 km grid spacing as our control simulation with a typical cold air outbreak evolution of the boundary layer (see Fig. 1f).

The initially intense warming declines with increasing fetch. In the boundary layer below the clouds, the isentropes are oriented nearly upright, indicating a well-mixed layer. First clouds form about 250 km downstream of the ice-edge. Except for a step around a fetch of 600 km, the cloud base is nearly horizontal throughout all fetches, suggesting an approximately constant offset between near-surface temperature and dew point.

Both the sensible and the latent heat flux peak slightly downstream of the ice edge (Fig. 2a,b). The respective maxima of about 400 W m$^{-2}$ and 175 W m$^{-2}$ are located at the 4th or 5th grid point of open water. This slight distance between the ice edge and the peak fluxes results from the fluxes depending on both the temperature and moisture contrasts as well as the wind speed. While the temperature and moisture contrasts decrease rapidly due to the fluxes, the wind speed increases from just below 12 m/s over sea ice to just below 16 m/s at a fetch of about 30 km (Fig. 2c).

5 Sensitivity to model resolution

Both the magnitude and the position of the peak sensible heat flux off the ice edge are very consistent between simulations with a grid spacing between 3 km and 24 km (Fig. 2a). Only at 48 km and 96 km the peak sensible heat flux is noticeably lower. However, integrated over the first 96 km of fetch, more heat is extracted in the 96 km simulation than in the 3 km simulation (red curve in Fig. 2c). More generally, lower resolution simulations tend to extract more heat in the first 400 km off the ice edge, but less between
Figure 2. Evolution of the simulated air-sea interaction with fetch. The panels show (a) sensible heat flux (b) latent heat flux, (c) difference in sensible heat flux between resolutions, (d) precipitation rate, (e) 10-meter wind speed $U_{10}$, and (f) evaporation minus precipitation ($E - P$). Transparent shading around lines indicates the standard deviation amongst all points with the same fetch. Line colors are consistent throughout the panels, except for the difference plot (c).

a fetch of 400 and 700 km. At even larger fetches, slight but systematic differences appear between the simulations with most heat extracted at intermediate resolution (12 and 24 km grid spacing).

The sensible heat fluxes in Fig. 2a are determined by both near-surface temperature contrast and near-surface wind (Eq. 2). Wind speeds are largely consistent across resolutions (Fig. 2e), such that differences in the sensible heat flux are mainly determined by differences in the near-surface temperature contrast (not shown).

In contrast to the sensible heat flux, the latent heat flux is not consistent across resolutions (Fig. 2b). Latent heat fluxes consistently decrease with resolution at all fetches. Consequently, an increase in resolution yields a considerable increase in the total latent heat a simulated cold-air outbreak extracts from the ocean.

For precipitation, the dependence on resolution is even more pronounced (Fig. 2e). A lower resolution results in a precipitation commencing closer to the ice edge. For example, at 96 km grid spacing a slight drizzle occurs already in the second grid cell off the ice edge, whereas precipitation commences at a fetch of about 300 km in the simulation with 3 km grid spacing.

In addition, the structure of precipitation also changes with resolution. At higher resolution, convection starts to organise into linear features with roll convection and cloud streets (cf. Chlond, 1992; Müller et al., 1999). For example, such linear features emerge in the moisture field of the 12 km-simulation in Fig. 1c at a fetch of about 1100 km, coinciding with a slight peak in precipitation (Fig. 2e). At 6 and 3 km grid spacing, roll convection emerges closer to the ice edge (not shown) and yields more pronounced peaks in precipitation (Fig. 2e). The onset of role convection is thus critically dependent on resolution, with higher resolution yielding earlier onsets. The peak in precipitation shifts considerably from 6 km to 3 km grid spacing, indicating that the atmospheric response has not converged yet at our highest resolution.
At 1500 km fetch the simulations point to two distinct precipitation regimes. The highest resolutions (3 km and 6 km grid spacing) equilibrated at a precipitation rate of approximately 2 mm/day, lower resolutions at about half that value (Fig. 2e). The simulation with 12 km grid spacing does not recover to higher precipitation rates at higher fetches, although roll convection has set in (not shown). This grouping of simulations into precipitation regimes coincides with the grouping by enabled/disabled convection parametrization. This coincidence, however, is by chance. When running our highest resolution cases with convection parametrization enabled, our results do not change.

The different precipitation regimes have only a minor impact on the evaporation minus precipitation moisture budget of the atmosphere ($E - P$, Fig. 2f). At large fetches, all simulations equilibrate at a net moistening of the atmosphere equivalent to about 2 mm of precipitable water per day. The higher rate of precipitation at higher resolution is thus largely offset by higher latent heat fluxes (Fig. 2b), keeping the atmospheric moisture content approximately constant across resolutions, but invigorating the atmospheric water cycle.

In summary, both the sensible heat extraction and the moisture budget is remarkably consistent across resolutions. There are, nevertheless, systematic biases in lower resolution simulations that can affect atmosphere-ocean interactions (cf. Condron & Renfrew, 2013; Jung et al., 2014). First and foremost, the latent heat flux increases with increasing resolution at all fetches. While this increased moisture uptake is offset by increased precipitation, a net heat transport from the ocean to the atmosphere remains together with an increased atmospheric freshwater transport towards larger fetches, which can affect the ocean heat and salinity budgets. In addition, both heat fluxes become more focused close to the sea-ice with increasing resolution.

All these effects act towards destabilizing the water column close to the sea ice edge with increasing atmospheric resolution. Thus, while atmospheric resolution might not significantly alter the downstream evolution of the atmosphere itself, it is important for triggering ocean convection.

6 Sensitivity to the sharpness of the marginal ice zone

The sensitivity to model resolution is likely even more pronounced than presented above, as we designed the control setup such that the sea ice edge remains perfectly sharp at all model resolutions. For more realistic setups, the implicit smoothing when interpolating a given sea-ice concentration on a model grid likely exacerbates the effects. We therefore assess the sensitivity of the air-sea heat exchange to combinations of model resolution and the sharpness of the marginal ice zone (MIZ). In addition to the sharp ice edge in the control simulation, we tested transition following a linear profile, (“L50” and “L200”), a tanh-shape (“T50” and “T200”), as well as the negative and positive branches of the tanh-function (“TU50”, “TU200”, and “TL50”, “TL200”, respectively; Fig 3a). For each of the transitions we tested two width with 50 km and 200 km.

Overall, a smoother transition from sea ice to open ocean yields lower peak sensible heat flux (Fig. 3b). In the smoothest profile (T200), the peak flux is reduced by nearly 50% compared to the sharp sea ice edge. In comparison to the sensitivity to the smoothness of the MIZ, peak fluxes are largely consistent across model resolutions, in particular for grid spacings between 3 km and 24 km. Only for the sharpest MIZs is the peak heat flux considerably reduced at the lowest resolutions (cf. 48 and 96 km for the L50 and TU50 simulations in Fig 3b).

For the peak fluxes, it matters where the sharpest gradient in sea-ice concentration occurs within the MIZ. The TL and TU-profiles are symmetric, but differ in whether the sharpest transition occurs either close to the open ocean (TU) or close to sea ice pack (TL). Here, the TL simulations yield markedly lower peak fluxes compared to the TU
Figure S1. Sensitivity of air-sea interactions on both the boundary layer parametrization and model grid spacing similar to the matrices in Fig. 3b-e. Here, the panels show (a) peak sensible heat fluxes [W m$^{-2}$], (b) maximum 10-meter wind speed, (c) integrated sensible heating [$10^3$ kg K m$^{-2}$], (d) total evaporation [mm], and (e) total precipitation [mm], the latter three all up until a fetch of 1500 km.

Supplement: Sensitivity to the WRF boundary layer parameterisation

We here compare properties of the boundary layer as simulated by (a) the YSU, (b) the MYNN2.5 and (c) the MYNN3 parametrization scheme. We did not include the MYJ or the QNSE scheme, because they produce unphysical discontinuities in the simulated boundary layer properties. For example the latent heat flux decreases by about 30% from one grid cell to the next at a fetch of about 1200 km for most crosswind distances. The discontinuity appears closer to the sea-ice edge with increasing crosswind distances, where the surface pressure becomes increasingly unrealistic compared to real-world cold air outbreaks. It is thus possible that the low surface pressure contributed to exposing this behaviour in the the MYJ and QNSE schemes.

Both MYNN schemes generally simulate lower peak sensible heat fluxes (Fig. S1a), whereas peak latent heat fluxes are largely consistent (not shown). Beyond about 200 km fetch, the sensible heat fluxes are very consistent across all three schemes. The integrated sensible heat uptake is nevertheless considerably higher in the MYNN schemes compared to YSU (Fig. S1c), because the simulated wind speeds over open ocean are considerably lower for the MYNN schemes than for YSU (Fig. S1b). With this reduction in wind speed, the boundary layer has more time to take up heat until it reaches a fetch of 1500 km.

MYNN3 simulates lower latent heat fluxes between about 100 and 600 km fetch (not shown), reducing the integrated moisture uptake (Fig. S1d). MYNN2.5 and YSU simulate very similar latent heat fluxes at all fetches (not shown), but the integrated moisture uptake is larger in MYNN2.5 due to the lower wind speeds (Fig. S1d). Although MYNN3 simulates lower latent heat fluxes, the scheme produces more precipitation (Fig. S1e).

Despite these differences between the schemes, the sensitivity to model grid spacing is fully consistent across the schemes. For all parameters, the boundary layer schemes agree on the grid spacing yielding the highest and lowest value, respectively. Further, the relative increase or decrease between resolutions is comparable across parameterizations. We therefore conclude that the results in this paper remain qualitatively valid irrespective of the chosen boundary layer parametrization.